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Ranunculus Success XXL™  

        

Cultural information Ranunculus Success XXL 

The Ranunculus Success XXL collection consists of a large assortment of varieties with full double 

flowers, available in a wide colour range. The compact growth quality makes this assortment a 

beautiful collection for the garden or patio. The large flowers will flower a long time and tolerate cold 
very well, but no frost.  

Cultural advice and information are based on conditions in the Netherlands.  

Pots: 

 

Ranunculus Success XXL is delivered as pre- germinated tubers, 1 tuber per pot. Ranunculus 

Success XXL can be grown best in a 17 cm pot. Plant the tubers 2 cm under the soil. It is important 

that the tubers do not dry out before the planting. After planting, water the pots sufficiently so that 

the tubers can make contact with the soil, + drenche with Topsin and Ridomil Gold. 

After planting it is important to keep a constant cool pot temperature, to stimulate the rooting. If 

the pots are not kept cool enough, the rooting and flowering will be delayed. In the beginning 

Ranunculus needs to be kept moist. 

 

Substrate: 

 

The substrate needs to be an airy medium. Best is a combination of peat (coarse pieces), clay and 

perlite. Recommended PH of 5.5 to 6.0. Do not mix cocos in the soil. 

 

Pinching: 

 

Does not apply. 

 

Time of planting: 

 

Greenhouse: from week 40. 

 

Crop time: 

 

22-24 weeks (depending on temperature). 

 

Watering: 

 

Watering is an  important part of the growth. Watering from underneath the pot is ideal for the 

growth. Ranunculus Success XXL endures a good watering schedule during the growing time, 

preferably in the morning, inclusive fertilizer. Water quantity depends on evaporation. Drying out of 

the soil should be avoided at all times. 

 

Fertilizing: 
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After potting clean water can be misted for the first time. At the beginning of the growth a fertilizer 

of 20-10-10 can be applied to create more leaves. After that, during the middle of the crop apply a 

fertilizer of 20-20-20 and at the end of the growth a fertilizer of 10-20-10 to create larger flowers. 

In January, when daylight time is shorter, a misting with extra Calcium can be applied on the leaves. 

 

Climate: 

 

Ranunculus Success XXL needs a lot of light for the growth, so shading is hardly needed. When  the 

tubers are well rooted, the temperature can decrease to 6 to 8 degrees Celsius.To prevent fungus it 

is important to have enough air movement in the greenhouse. Keep the windows in the greenhouse 

a little open. Keep the growth active by applying a temperature boost of 1-2 degrees Celsius in the 

morning. Extra lighting will advance the flowering time: start in January until 12 o’clock with 2.000 

to 3.000 lux. It is important that the temperature stays low otherwise the plants will stretch.  

 

Growth regulator: 

 

After approximately 1 to 1 ½ month after planting, when leaves start to stretch, growth regulator 

Alar can be applied: 150 cc per 100  liter. Then later during the growth maybe use Alar once per 

month: 200 cc per 100 liter (depending on the growth of the plants). The number of times growth 

regulator needs to be applied depends strongly on light, temperature and the humidity in the 

greenhouse. 

 

Diseases and pests: 

 

Spray after emergence with Rovral and Teldor. 

Ranunculus Success XXL can be affected by leaf spots and mildew. Preventive spraying against leaf 

spots can be done with Daconil, Ridomil or Switch, against mildew use Baycor, Ortiva en Frupica. 

Preventive spraying against Pythium use Ridomil or Previcur. 

 

Possible bacterial diseases like Pseudomonas can be treated preventively with Biobacter. High 

humidity levels and temperatures of 10 to 20 degrees Celsius increase possible bacterial growth. 

 

The most common pests concerning Ranunculus Success XXL are: leaf miner, white fly, thrips, 

aphids. Spray once per week with , e.g. Vertimex and Mesurol. 

  
A clean environment always works positive for a good plant development and reduces the risk of 

diseases. We also recommend to properly space the plants in time. 
 

All Ranunculus Success XXL varieties are brand name and / or growers right protected, exclusively 

traded via licence by Green Works International BV. Not suitable for consumption. 

If you wish, we have professional photography available of all varieties. 

 

Green Works is a supplier of young planting material for the professional cultivation of pot plants 

and summer cut flowers. For more information visit www.green-works.nl. 

 

 

 

For more information please contact:  

 

Daan Kneppers          Ed Kleijbeuker  

Mobile nr. 0031 6 51 82 47 12   Mobile nr. 0031 6 24 94 64 05  
 

 
Green Works International BV can never be held liable for any cultural information given and it is only to be used as a 
guideline. Grower is at all times responsible for their own action and to read the label of the chemicals being used. 
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